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Northwest Woodlands magazine has been in publication since July 1985.
This is the 139th issue! There is interest in digitizing and compiling all these
issues, but your help is needed. If you have saved hard copies, please consider
sharing them with Tom Nygren (503-628-5472). Let him know which issues you
have, and if you would like them returned to you after digitizing. Thank you!
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Penn. State University and
Science Education Solutions.
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he topic of this issue concerns
our vision for our forest. After
hearing a good number of forest

owners describe their journey with
their forests, it appears there is fre-
quent progression of visions for
many owners. It might be titled
“Shifting Visions.”

Typically, many owners (whether
recent buyers or deciding to retire on
inherited land) start with the vision
of preserving the natural beauty of
those trees, shrubs and forbs. The
owner loves his or her trees and
wants no one to touch his or her
estate. The owner literally loves his or
her trees to death.

This first vision may morph into a
growing concern of losing one’s for-
est to fire. There is no escaping this
subject when the media daily
describes the mayhem and posts pic-
tures of charred timber. An owner
may shift attention to how to prevent
his or her forest from burning. The
fuel buildup in a long-neglected for-
est leaves little to the imagination if a
spark were to arise. So, the forest
owner may attempt fuel removal, an
expensive and difficult task. If the
owner speaks with enough profes-
sionals, he or she may be exposed to
the proposition of gaining funding
through grants. Also is the possibility
of harvesting some of the trees with
value in order to help pay for the fuel
reduction.

At this stage of vision, the owner
can become a complete and avid
convert if he or she takes a course or
courses on sustainable forestry.
Montana offers a three-day intensive
workshop filled with information on
forestry. The Department of Natural

Resources and Conservation, with
the expertise and teaching of
Montana State University Extension
forestry specialists, produces and
offers these workshops for only the
cost of course materials.

Over 90 percent of the graduates
of these workshops said the work-
shop was worth their time and effort.
The success stems from forest owners
learning the consequences of their
actions (and non-actions) in their
forests. The owners are never told
what to do with their own forests; it
is up to those owners to use their

newfound knowledge to make their
own decisions and be in complete
control, not having to rely solely
upon consultants.

Remarkably, the forest owner
often makes a complete about-face,
going from the extreme of wanting
nothing changed to wanting almost
everything changed, including the
change of the timber left standing
after thinning. Another remarkable
event is that the person with the first
vision (doing nothing) is normally
not open to changing his or her
mind. That first step is simply too
great to allow one’s mind to open to
an alternative. And for the avid and
accomplished owners, their next
visions can be extensive, including
management for budworm and bee-
tles. There can also be breathtaking
changes from reforestation. The sky
is the limit, literally!

The word “vision” reminds me of
what a workshop graduate told me.
He said, “I will never look at my for-
est through the same eyes again.” ■

The Sky’s the Limit
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ALDER WANTED
Also Maple & Ash; Saw Logs, Pulp Logs,

& Timber Deeds

Contact Our Resource Group at These Locations:

Coos Bay, OR Ed G. (541) 404-3701

Eugene, OR Dick W. (541) 206-4105
Tim T. (541) 231-4758

Garibaldi, OR Lee A. (541) 290-9892

Longview, WA John A. (360) 269-2500

Centralia, WA Jeremy M. (360) 520-5565
Bill B. (360) 520-2287

Mt. Vernon, WA Mark F. (360) 202-9141



f all the goals small tree farm-
ers may consider as reasons
for owning their forest hold-

ings, the goal that may seldom be
considered is that your tree farm can
be characterized as an investment
capable of delivering an annual rate
of return of perhaps 3 percent on a
less productive tree farm to as much
as 9 percent on an intensively man-
aged westside tree farm. Log prices
for timber have increased annually at
a rate slightly greater than inflation,
while the trees continue to grow and
the land itself increases in value. This
means that even without active man-
agement a forest will continue to

grow in value.
Forests are a unique natural

resource in that they derive future
value from a combination of both
producing income and capital
growth. Capital appreciation con-
tributes to the future value of the
forest investment (from the biological
growth), even when it is not feasible
to harvest. During the recession of
2007 to 2009, when stock portfolios
lost as much as 60 to 70 percent of
their value and commercial real
estate investments loss an average of
41 percent, forest values in the Pacific
Northwest only declined from 11 to
29 percent.

Let’s say that you just purchased
50 acres of timberland that was
offered on the market for $300,000,
or you have just inherited a 50-acre
tree farm with the step-up cost basis

at the time of the transfer equal to
$300,000. At the time of acquisition,
the tree farm carried an inventory of
20 acres of merchantable timber 35
years and older, 10 acres of 25-year-
old well-stocked pre-merch, 10 acres
of 15-year-old well-stocked pre-
merch and 10 acres of 5-year-old
trees.

Over the next 8 years you log 5
acres of the merchantable timber
every other year generating a total
net income of $200,000. Ten years
later, you receive an unsolicited offer
to purchase your tree farm for
$500,000. This is a reasonable value
given the current age class distribu-
tion. If you decide to sell, you know
that you have the potential for
$500,000 in income in addition to the
$200,000 you have already received: a
total of $700,000. Thus, over ten
years, your tree farm has earned an
8.5 percent nominal return for you.

So, my simplistic example demon-
strates that the tree farm you own for
the lifestyle it gives you, the beauty it
presents or the living you make from
it, is at the same time a bona fide
investment that earns a positive rate
of return. It may not be a primary
goal for owning your tree farm, but it
is a benefit. ■

Your Tree Farm is an Investment
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orest goals may come in many
forms. The physical goals relate
to the land. These are improve-

ments and uses that you carry out.
Other goals relate to rules and laws
that affect us as forest owners and
includes your state’s association and
other groups that promote law and
rules for healthy forests and fire man-
agement.

Physical goals may be land use,
fire management, precommercial
thinning, harvesting trees, non-tim-
ber products and/or recreational uses.
These are only some of the many
ways to improve your land, to shape
it into your dream, golden goose or
both. Are you growing your forest
for a purpose, or just letting nature
proceed at its own rate?

Events such as Idaho Forest
Owners Association’s Family Forest
Landowners and Managers Confer-
ence in March and Forest Owners
Field Day in June, along with
University of Idaho Extension mini
courses are available. These courses
and field days help you understand
how to make your goal become a
reality.

Getting involved with the legisla-
tive group for your land can be as
simple as joining your local state’s
association. When you support your
forest owners’ associations you give
them higher membership numbers
so, when they talk with your state
legislators, they represent many con-
stituents who support certain views.
Your association is the voice that
represents your opinions in your
state legislature. It is amazing what
impact we can make on legislation
when we unite for a common cause.

Joining your state association is the
first step. Getting involved with the
state association is the next step.
Volunteers are always needed, and you
get to know some great people who
share some common interest. Also, as
a volunteer you are better informed
about the current issues, since those
topics are usually talked about at these
events. When volunteering, you also
make connections with other groups,
such as the department that takes care
of your state forestlands or the
Extension office folks that are funded
by the universities.

The next level is to serve on the
association’s board of directors or
even hold an office. The group effort
of the board of directors has an ener-
gizing effect. You realize that you can
make a difference and there are people
who will help shoulder the task with
you and follow through. There are
never enough people to do all the jobs
that need to be done; help is always
welcome. From these positions your
voice will have a greater impact.

Look to the future. What do you
want your forest to look like? How
do you want your land affected by
legislation? Expand your vision. ■

IFOA
PRESIDENT: David Easley
208-437-5373, suee@ztc.net

VICE PRESIDENT: Gordon Harnasch
208-773-0274, cmmrfarm@frontier.com

SECRETARY: Marianna Groth
208-682-3091, customtel@gmail.com

TREASURER: Jennifer S. Grimes
208-765-0776 • jgrimes54@msn.com

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT: Marrion E. 
Newsam Banks
PO Box 1257 • Coeur d’Alene, ID
83816-1257 • 208-755-8168 • info@
idahoforestowners.org

MFOA
All contacts: 406-586-6362 • info@
montanaforestowners.org
PRESIDENT: Mike Christianson
SECRETARY: Mark Boardman
TREASURER: Jody Christianson

OSWA
PRESIDENT: Mike Barsotti
503-859-2993 • barsotti@wvi.com

PRESIDENT ELECT: Ken Nygren
503-864-4961 • woodsmantwo@gmail.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Donna Heffernan
541-786-2257 • nslope@eoni.com

2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Dick Courter
503-297-1660 • genetechs@aaahawk.com

2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Tom Nygren
503-628-5472 • tnygren@juno.com

2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Mike Barnes
503-538-5344 • mbarnes@viclink.com
TREASURER: Dallas Boge
503-357-7688 • dalboge@juno.com
PAST PRESIDENT: Rick Barnes
541-673-1208 • rbarnes@barnesinc.com
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Jim James
187 High Street NE, Suite 208 • Salem,
OR 97301 • 503-588-1813
jimjamesoswa@yahoo.com

WFFA
PRESIDENT: Vic Musselman
503-936-5956 • mussapfor@yahoo.com
1st VICE PRESIDENT: Duane Evans
360-266-0506 • devans@portblakely.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT: Dick Alescio
206-406-0392 • alesr—j@yahoo.com
SECRETARY: Frank Shirley
253-884-2283 • fshirley@centurytel.net

TREASURER: Bill Scheer, Jr.
360-269-3850 • wscheer@wafarmforestry.com
1st PAST PRESIDENT: Patti Playfair
509-936-3842 • patti.playfair@gmail.com
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Elaine Oneil
P.O. Box 1010 • Chehalis, WA 98532 
360-388-8033 • eoneil@wafarmforestry.com

S TAT E  O F F I C ERS

Make Your Association a Goal
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wo areas come to mind when I
think about what expands one’s
vision of managing a forest.

One is related to personal goals and
the second is related to the forest
itself. It is the second area that I find
most intriguing.

I graduated in forest management
from Oregon State University (OSU)
in 1975. Some of what I learned
about forestry has changed but much
has stayed the same; both keep me
passionately invested in managing

my small forest and in the policies of
managing all of Oregon’s forests.

Both what has stayed the same for
the past 45 years, and what has
changed are equally important. The
forestry profession continues to recog-
nize the importance of sustainability.
The focus of my forestry education
was how to manage for timber, the
main economic component of forest
sustainability. The goal was to provide
a continual timber supply. Sustained
yield was the benchmark that defined

sound forest management.
Oregon Board of Forestry’s first

“Forestry Program for Oregon”,
completed in 1977, focused on timber
supply. It was supported by OSU’s
“Beuter Report” that projected avail-
able timber harvests for the next 100
years. As a result, the Oregon
Legislature provided significant funds
to OSU and the Oregon Department
of Forestry to hire forestry Extension
agents and service foresters to assist
family forestland owners to improve
growth and yield. At the national
level, Congress established the
Forestry Incentive Program to assist
family forestland owners to establish
and improve forests on their lands.
The focus of all these efforts was a
sustainable timber supply.

Today forest sustainability has
evolved as a result of scientific
research and the environmental
movement to add ecological values as
an economic component. Social val-
ues became the third leg of a sustain-
ability triangle. This has expanded
our understanding of what consti-
tutes sustainability but has not
changed the vision of the 1970s.

As a service forester working with
family forestland owners, my march-
ing orders were to increase growth
and yield. Many landowners’ visions
were way ahead of me. They includ-
ed wildlife, family recreation and aes-
thetics in their planning. These
insights on forest stewardship helped
me accept and embrace this more
holistic forest management vision.

Our current understanding of for-
est management is not only more
holistic but is much more complex to
implement. It is continually changing
as we learn more about the relation-
ship between the land, water, plants
and animals that make up a forest.

I think balancing the economic,
ecological and social products and
values our forests provide will be
ever-changing, not only because we
will continue to learn more but also
because our expectations for the
products and values from our forest
constantly change. ■

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MIKE BARSOTTI
Oregon
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Rosboro buys logs, standing
timber and timberland
Our manufacturing facilities utilize

Douglas-fir Logs
Whitewood Logs

Rosboro log yard location
Springfield, Oregon

Contact: Brian Tenbusch
503-569-8740

briantenbusch@rosboro.com

www.rosboro.com
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FEBRUARY
✓ Register for your association’s annual meeting or confer-
ence: IFOA, March 29-31 in Moscow; MFOA, May 1 in Helena;
WFFA, May 11-13 in Vancouver; and OSWA, July 23-25 in
Springfield. They are one of the best benefits of member-
ship—an opportunity to exchange success stories and
challenges with your fellow forestland owners.

✓ Clean out and repair your bird boxes and perches; install
new ones wherever you’ve seen recent activity. Raptors
would appreciate a handy perch adjacent to your mouse,
vole or ground squirrel activity!

✓ Assemble pertinent tax records and prepare your return.
If you are lucky enough to have an accountant or tax pre-
parer, take your paperwork to them early.

✓ Research integrated pest management options for inva-
sive plants or insect/disease issues on your forestland.
Pesticides are sometimes the best solution, but they’re not
the only solution. Consult with your tree farm contacts for
treatments that have been successful. Whenever possible,
practice prevention.

✓ Where there is potential for pine engraver beetles to
enter your thinning slash, complete your precommercial
thinning early in the year so the slash has time to dry
before the first flight.

✓ Tour your proposed logging operation with your forester
and logger. Rely on their experience and good reputation
to conduct a successful operation. Develop a solid contract
and time your operation carefully. Take the responsibility to
assure that your logger has all appropriate fire equipment
in good working order.

MARCH
✓ Begin tree planting in higher elevation units this month.
Avoid planting in frosty soils and protect your bare root
seedlings from freezing. Finish well before the moisture is
gone from the soil.

✓ Complete fuel reduction projects around your structures
and in your forest. Don’t forget the outbuildings, public and
private access roads and that precommercial thinning
project you just completed!

✓ Order seedlings for 2021 reforestation projects. Make
sure your seedlings match your site.

✓ Install seedling protection measures before the tasty
buds have opened.

✓ If you’re pruning to improve aesthetics, log value or to
remove ladder fuels, finish before sap begins to flow to

minimize bark damage and insect activity.

✓ Survey nesting sites to record activity. Keep a sharp eye
out for adults and sensitive young.

✓ Take some time to evaluate your riparian buffers and
wetlands and how they enhance the local habitat and con-
nectivity. How does your forestland contribute to the larger
watershed?

APRIL
✓ Survey winter storm damage and plan for salvage and/or
repair.

✓ Finish cutting firewood before fuels dry out to minimize
the potential for wildfire. Spreading the cut wood on the
ground will allow it to dry before collection.

✓ Plan for fire season: meet with neighbors, ask your fire
protection agency for a courtesy inspection, prepare equip-
ment, move firewood away from your house and assure
adequate access for engines. Make sure your family mem-
bers know what to do in the event of a fire. You are an
important part of the fire prevention solution.

✓ Develop a recreation plan and get the family involved in
clearing trails, camping or fishing spots. Then take some
time to just enjoy your property.

✓ Monitor your 2019 projects and update your photo
points. Plan a tour for fellow forestland owners to share
your accomplishments. You deserve a pat on the back from
people who know!

Down on the Tree Farm

Down on the Tree Farm is a compilation of all of the excellent tips
contributed to this column by experienced volunteers. Suggestions are always

welcome and may be sent to the editor at:annewithnww@gmail.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
check out these favorite websites and publications:
• www.natureswaybirds.com/blogs/news/spring-cleaning-is-for-the-birds

• uidaho.edu/extension/ipm (integrated pest management)

• fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5187526.pdf
(pine engraver)

• catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9184 (fuel reduction)

• https://knowyourforest.org/learning-library/logging-and-selling-timber

• timbertax.org

• forestseedlingnetwork.com/media/15903/Selecting_and_Buying_
Quality_Seedlings.pdf

• watersgeo.epa.gov/mywaterway/

• ext.wsu.edu/documents/StormDamage.pdf

• www.extension.uidaho.edu/publishing/pdf/CNR/PlantYour
SeedlingsRight.pdf



By PETER KOLB AND
DONALD HANLEY

and ownership
is considered a
fundamental

right across the
United States. It is a
much more difficult
concept in urban
areas where land is
not only prohibitively
expensive for the aver-
age wage earner, but
typically also falls
under scrutiny of the
greater community
and is thus commonly
subjected to zoning
regulations on land use. For rural
communities, ownership of land
basically represents the right to keep
others from utilizing or occupying
that land while it is being used for
purposes defined mostly by the
landowner. Even this very limited
benefit requires payment of annual
taxes to the government for the

privilege and, in some situations,
maintenance fees such as watershed
and protection from fires. The issues
associated with individual versus
public land ownership, rights of use,
and impacts on society remain an
internationally debated philosophical
concept perhaps best addressed in
Garret Hardin’s 1968 article “The
Tragedy of the Commons.”

So, is it worth it to own forestland
in the Northwest? It seems like a lot
of investment and effort for question-
able financial returns, especially on
smaller acreages. Landowner surveys
have indicated that reasons for forest
ownership vary tremendously, espe-
cially when stratified by property size.
Forest stocking and productivity,
proximity to urban areas, water
resources, wildlife abundance and
scenery also have a tremendous influ-
ence on the purpose and rights of
ownership. Across Montana for
example, original forestlands were
“owned” by indigenous tribes in a
more or less communal context; then
because of the Dawes Act of 1887

and similar legislation, ranchers, min-
ers and timber companies came into
ownership of specific parcels in order
to make lands productive for com-
modity goods for the benefit of a
hungry and growing nation. In some
cases, land barons used more nefari-
ous tactics to gain title to ever larger
acreages by paying homesteaders to
live on wild lands in order to eventu-
ally buy them out and increase their
holdings. Across much of the region
where forestlands were deemed espe-
cially productive, such as in western
Washington and Oregon, forests were
converted to private holdings by the
larger timber firms. How these larger
ownerships came into existence is still
today sometimes a point of con-
tention among land preservation
groups.

In today’s world, forest ownership
is much more complex. Although
many of the original concepts still
hold true, homesteading is no longer
possible except in the philosophical
sense. Family forest ownership is
something that results from an inher-
ited property, an investment in land
for future financial gain or a personal
investment to escape from the hustle
and bustle of urban life into one’s
own forest retreat. The latter is per-
haps the most populous group of
landowners today. Wealth generated
from other sources of revenue is
invested in forested land, either to live
on or as speculation for future timber
harvest or land resale.

Statistically, land with the ability to
resell remains one of the best long-
term returns on investment across the
western United States. How private
forestland is used also remains a per-
sistent variable of local, state and the
federal government. Traditionally,
property taxes from land values are a
focal point of many government enti-
ties. With increasing population cen-
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Developing Practical, Relevant Goals in Today’s
Market, Social and Climate Conditions

L
Peter Kolb

Donald Hanley

BUYING:
Sawlog alder, maple,

ash, oak

Land and timber

Timber deeds

Cash advances

Randy Bartelt Washington/Canada
360-739-6681

Ken Jones Washington/Oregon
360-520-6491

Brian Karnes Washington
253-208-9120

cascadehardwood.com             info@cascadehardwood.com



ters near forestlands, tax revenue and
other public benefits, such as recre-
ation or natural resource commodities
(including carbon sequestration and
rainwater retention), put an increasing
focus on forestland owners by city,
county and state governing entities.
And the independent nature of family
forest owners tends to drive many
administrative entities crazy, particu-
larly at the state and federal levels
where they tend to emphasize the
greater good (as they see it) over indi-
vidual landowner rights. But there is
justification for this since a county’s
land base, population and revenue
generation is also the basis of a func-
tional free market society; add to this
the more philosophical needs for open
space, scenery and societal sense of
ecological well-being. Private forest-
lands need to contribute both finan-
cially and philosophically if they are
to be members of a thriving and func-
tional community.

Individual goal setting
Many surveys of family forestland

owners in the West and throughout
the nation indicate that wildlife view-
ing, habitat enhancement, personal
and family recreation, and a more
solitary lifestyle are the dominant rea-
sons for ownership. Income from for-
est products often ranks much lower
in priority. However, when landown-
ers with completed forest manage-
ment plans are surveyed, we often
find that the majority have done so by
finding a commercially viable forest
product on their land to help pay for

their management objectives. For
example, forestland owners across
Montana have listed “fire resilient
forests” as a primary objective for
their property. Although there is sig-
nificant cost-share money provided
for such treatments, this money, in
total, might be able to treat 1 percent
of the private land base every year.
Thus, most landowners have used
commercial harvesting as a means of
achieving their forest goal of fire
resiliency. Meeting fire resilient forest
goals can, however, require more har-
vesting than a landowner might ini-
tially desire to make the job financial-
ly feasible for a logging contractor.

Goal setting should be done for
long-term and short-term needs and
be periodically reviewed as circum-
stances on your land and in your lives
change. The basic process for most
landowners consists of determining
what you want, how you can get there
and what you can afford.

Since these are your goals, chang-
ing them periodically simply indicates
that either your family needs or the
forest has changed. For example, a
need to release Douglas-fir from weed
competition is an excellent short-term
goal. Keeping those same Douglas-fir
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What we don’t want! Acquaintances lost a lot of their forest because of bad luck and
poorly prepared neighbors. 
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A small logging job helped us with overcrowded pines and made us a little extra income
to help pay for new gravel on our access road. Finding the right logger and buyer are
important goals. State and Extension foresters or private consulting foresters can
provide guidance. 
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trees safe from black bear girdling as
they grow into saplings is an example
of a long-term or future need.

Goal setting approaches. Each of us
will approach goal setting in different
ways, depending on our personal
strengths and preferences. These
approaches can all be effective.

• Philosophical. Can you own land?
What rights do you have during your
tenure to influence natural processes?
The land was there before you and
hopefully will be there after you, so
how do your immediate needs from a
defined land area fit with leaving a
legacy of nature and the potential to
impact a forested habitat that is home
to millions of organisms. Is a “do no
harm” philosophy actually doing no
harm?

• Financial. X acres cost Y dollars
and what rate of return can I expect
from growing trees, other forest prod-
ucts, social legacy and real estate?
This approach often applies to the
larger parcel owners that derive all or
a portion of their income from active
timber and land management.

• Pragmatic. I have philosophical
goals and a nature based spiritual
connection. I enjoy physical labor and
mental challenges. With a limited
budget, I like to grow things and am
not opposed to deriving an income

from my efforts, but it is not essential.
I see no harm in “helping” nature.

• Escapist. My land is my refuge
where I can enjoy my lifestyle, my
family and live stress free. The land
provides my essential needs, such as
food, fiber and heat in an otherwise
hectic world.

• Risk/benefit. Goal setting deter-
mines what the landscape is capable
of growing, the risks to the different
living organisms I want to grow, and
the consequences of my actions on
the ecosystem and watershed.

Most forest owners probably pre-
scribe to all these approaches during
their land tenure with much depend-
ing on their available time, finances
and social well-being each year.

Other factors to consider. The
Northwest has two major forest cate-
gories: dry, water-limited forests and
wet, light-limited forests. They each
have different constraints, risks and
benefits. Ask yourself:

• What laws do I have to adhere to
with respect to timber harvesting,
slash treatment, wildfire risk, water
quality and pesticide use?

• Are there any local covenants?
• How do my neighbors fit into the

plan?
• What markets do I have for the

products my forest can produce (e.g.,
species, size, scale, time of year)?

• What personal interests do I have
that my forest can realistically provide
(e.g., flowers, wildlife, edibles, shoot-
ing sports, music, ATV’s, domestic
animals, wood working, photography,
painting, crafting)?

• What can I do myself; what do I
need help with?

• What resources are available that
I want to use to help me reach my
goals?

• What is my time frame: 5, 20 or
50 years?

10 . NORTHWEST WOODLANDS . WINTER 2020

A naturally occurring pond on a low elevation westside Douglas-fir forest provides
significant riparian ecosystem opportunities for wildlife viewing from birds to beavers
to bears. Typically, state-mandated forest practices regulations are stringent in these
ecosystems. 
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• What comes later, when I don’t
want to manage the land or am not
able anymore?

An example. If your goal is to
achieve a healthy, fire resilient forest
that provides good wildlife habitat,
where do you start? A breakdown of
tasks or goals might include property
analysis (1-3) and action items (4-5) as
shown here.

1. Obtain an aerial map of your
property with some idea of the scale.

2. Complete a qualitative inventory.
Outline areas with similar tree species
and ages or sizes as well as understory
plants. Identify springs, ponds,
streams, roads and trails.

3. Identify functional areas. Which
areas provide you with high priority
wants, like a favorite picnic area, a
place where you always see certain
wildlife, a favorite tree or stand. Also
identify areas needing improvement,
such as invasive weeds, fuel buildup
and diseased trees.

4. Identify specific management

actions, by locations and timing. For
example, across wetter forest types
with Douglas-fir root rot issues, plant
red alder and western redcedar at
approximately 12-foot intervals. Place
tubing over the redcedar to protect
them from deer browsing. On drier
sites with overly dense seedlings and
saplings, decide on thinning criteria,
including spacing by species and
crown characteristics, how big an area
you will thin, where to pile and burn
and how big the burn piles will be.

5. If you need to hire a contractor,
you may want to schedule a meeting
with a service forester, consultant or
non-profit organization for a recom-
mendation. Bigger projects often
require outside help that may come in
the form of cost-share assistance or
commercial harvesting. These service
professionals are also well-versed in
any forest practice act compliance in
your state and can provide guidance
as needed.

A person or family can easily be

overwhelmed by the big picture.
However, breaking a project down
into smaller pieces makes it more real
and offers achievable goals and objec-
tives. The satisfaction of seeing tangi-
ble results spurs on other tasks.

For example, the senior author of
this paper and his wife own 20 acres
of forest in Montana that they pur-
chased 23 years ago. It was a mess

NORTHWEST WOODLANDS . WINTER 2020 . 11
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By KIRK AND MADELINE DAVID

ou own some forestland.
Perhaps you live on your forest,
or perhaps it is not where you

live but you visit it often, care for it,
enjoy it and work to fulfill your desire
to improve its health, beauty, value
and utility. In most cases you have
spent many years of careful labor
and/or many dollars to accomplish
your heartfelt goals of stewarding
your forestland. Its value and meaning
to you have become immeasurable.

You love your forest; you wish for
its continued existence, and you are
hoping someone else will feel the
intrinsic value of your efforts enough
to want to carry on that work and
that enjoyment long after you have
passed on.

Goals! We’ve all got ’em! We all
need ’em! If we were sitting around
the table with a cup of coffee, we bet
you could tell us exactly your dreams
for the fate of your forestland when
your days on the land are finished.
Well then, when you wake up each

morning, where are you putting your
efforts? If you are like most of us, we
wager you’re thinning, pruning, plant-
ing, logging, cleaning up brush, main-
taining trails—insert here your press-
ing project du jour. Why then is it so
difficult to attend to the most impor-
tant thing you can do for your forest-
land: to plan for its future when you
are no longer its guardian?

The obvious and natural answer is
that not one of us wants to spend
more than a few moments at a time
contemplating our eventual demise.
Beyond that, however, dreams for the

long-term survival of our forests are
ephemeral. They drift in and out of
our consciousness. They are lofty and
personal and vulnerable to criticism
from all sides. We nurse them on our
private walks during summer
evenings. We protect them, hoping we
can accomplish them without having
to reveal too much about how we feel
about our land. Rationally, we can
undoubtedly agree, without a great
deal of pure luck, that approach is
not going to pass the land intact from
us to its next caretaker. We must plan
for succession.

If you have a family with descen-
dants, you probably hope to pass on
the ownership and responsibility for
your land to your offspring. The most
successful way to ensure this happens
is to involve your children (and grand-
children) at as early an age as possi-
ble. This involves not only discussing
your feelings and values with them,
but also letting them experience their
own excitement, dreams and reasons
why they want to maintain the exis-
tence of “their” forest. The main
point for making this method of suc-
cession work is for early and often
communication about feelings, inten-
tions and hopes for the future. Like
the saying that “the best time to plant
a tree is 20 years ago, and the second-
best time is now,” this adage applies
equally well to communicating with
your descendants about your wishes.

There are many references about
succession planning for passing along
assets. The most complete and suc-
cessful advice we have found for
transferring land is the Ties to the
Land (TTL) program, originated in
2007 by the American Tree Farm
System and Oregon State University.
(tiestotheland.org)

Since 2008, we have facilitated TTL
workshops in Idaho, Washington and
Montana, with the sole purpose of
helping landowners turn their dreams
into goals and their goals into reality.
We’ve learned a lot along the way and
perhaps we can offer some tips to get
you started.

First, while pretending that you live

What Will Happen to Our Forest
When We Are Gone?

Y

FORESTS
ARE THE ANSWER
At the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI), 
we believe that well-managed and certified 
forests are the answer to helping address many 
of the local, national and global challenges we face.

Choose the SFI Standard for your working forest. The 
actions we take today determine the future of our forests.

Learn more at sfiprogram.org & wasfi.org.
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in a perfect world, write down what
you want to happen to your land.
Don’t censor what you write; don’t
worry about full sentences. For the
moment, don’t consider practicality.
Just get your thoughts on paper. This
is an exercise for your spouse as well,
but separate from yours. Do you have
family? Is family part of your dream?
What about a non-relative? One of
the best tips we’ve picked up for this
exercise is from a very wise forest
management University professor
(Tom McAvoy) who said be sure to
“give your land a seat at the table”
while you’re thinking deeply about the
future. Treat it like one of your chil-
dren in your thinking. In other words,
include a best decision for the eventu-
al continuance of your land.

Next, record (again, in writing) any
major challenges you see standing in
the way of achieving your vision:
Your children don’t get along; They
aren’t interested in stewarding a forest;
They don’t have the skills to make
decisions about your land; You don’t
have children or anyone obvious to
leave your forest to. As you list them,
you may find that your challenges are
what have deterred you from planning
up to this point. Keep in mind, chal-
lenges don’t go away because you
back off from them, and the objective
is to take a realistic look at them.

Now, if you own the land with
your spouse, compare your lists of
visions and challenges. This may seem
obvious, but we’ve seen couples com-
pletely surprised that their spouse lists
the same vision and challenges and
those completely surprised when the
visions and challenges are different.
People either assume their spouse
shares their dream in every detail, or
that their spouse will never see things
as they do. No matter the result, this
exercise is designed to open the door
to talk through the dreams and obsta-
cles so that you arrive at a shared
vision to implement. If family is part
of the vision, this needs to be done
before bringing the family in on the
discussion. The beauty of writing and
sharing not just your vision but your

obstacles is that your goals become
more real and your challenges are
whittled down to size, becoming
something to work on, not something
holding you back. There they are, in
black and white, not nearly as formi-
dable as when they were ideas and
fears pushed to the back of your
mind.

But what if it is initially apparent
that none of your potential heirs has
the ability or knowledge to manage
your forest estate? As TTL explains,
there is still the possibility of owner-
ship while using the services of a con-
sulting forester or other natural
resource professional to arrange the
technical aspects to perform necessary
activities toward desired goals. Check
the forester’s credentials with the
Society of American Foresters and
the Association of Consulting
Foresters.

In TTL, we spend a whole day dis-
cussing and sharing the infinite varia-
tions of goals and challenges, search-

ing for ways to overcome obstacles
and fulfill goals. Books could be, in
fact have been, written on the subject.

But what if you don’t have family
or relatives who can or will become
heirs of your beloved forestland? Your
authors are in exactly that situation,
with different ownerships of land in
three different states, and three poten-
tial decisions.

It is impossible to cover this subject
in the confines of a short article, but
perhaps sharing part of our story will
provide an example of goal setting
and problem tackling.

We own four pieces of natural
resource land. Kirk’s mother inherited
two parcels of forestland totaling 120
acres in Washington County, in the
panhandle of Florida, which Kirk
purchased from her in 1976. The
parcels were originally purchased by
Kirk’s many-times great grandmother
in 1864 from the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad. These are true

–Continued on next page–
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tree farms, southern pines planted in
rows to be thinned and harvested reg-
ularly at short intervals.

Kirk’s paternal grandparents
homesteaded 280 dry land agricultur-
al acres near Coffee Creek on the
breaks of the Missouri in central
Montana. As his grandmother aged,
she leased the farming of the land to
a local family, now in at least its third
generation of caring for this land.
They grow wheat and barley and
graze cattle there. Ownership of the
land passed from Kirk’s father to
Kirk in 2001.

In 1980 Kirk purchased 155 acres
of forested land in northern Idaho,
built a house and settled there while
working as a fee lands forester in pri-
vate industry; manager of the Forest
Stewardship program for Idaho
Department of Lands; helping out
with Extension forestry for the
University of Idaho; and finally serv-
ing as Executive Vice President for
Idaho Forest Owners Association.
Through the years he has managed
our Cedar Mountain Working Forest
and in general “learned as much or
more from observing what happens in
my forest than I ever did in forestry
school.”

As different as they are, our num-
ber one goal for each of these proper-
ties is for them to stay in the natural
resource base. Our single greatest

challenge is that we have no children.
We could consider the numerous and
humorous requests to be adopted that
we’ve received from participants in
our TTL workshops, but that proba-
bly isn’t too realistic either. We need
to look elsewhere to meet our goals.

In Florida, both parcels are cur-
rently overdue for harvest and
replanting. As soon as the infrastruc-
ture and mill capacity have recovered
sufficiently from the ravages of
Hurricane Michael, we plan to do
that harvest and replanting and then
work with our Florida consulting
forester to find a buyer—ideally a
member of Florida Tree Farm
Program or Florida Forestry
Association—who will do for the land
what we, as absentee landowners,
have not been as capable to do: take a
personal role in working, observing
and caring for the land.

We have watched the loving and
honorable way our Montana farm
has been cared for by its long-time les-
see family. Our ties to this land are
familial, theirs are visceral. Their
granddaughter now proudly runs the
combine to harvest the wheat. Their
lease payments over the years have
probably exceeded the sales value of
the land, but the real value to us is
their stewardship and love for this
place of Kirk’s heritage. We are work-
ing on a way to eventually will the
ownership to the next generation of
the caretakers of this land. We can’t
guarantee it will always remain farm-
land, but we know this family will go
down fighting to keep it so.

Hardest for us was to contemplate
the fate of our Idaho forest. Kootenai
County is exploding with develop-
ment. We live here; We recreate here;
We refresh our souls here. The water
that flows through our land eventually
feeds the Rathdrum Prairie/ Spokane
Valley aquifer. Logs from our land in
small part supply the local sawmill.
Wildlife of all varieties roam our acres.
We do not want this land to become a
housing development. So, we put our
heads together with our local land
trust organization and constructed a

conservation easement whereby this
land will remain a working forest into
perpetuity. The next owner of this
land may work the land, care for the
land, realize their own vision for a
working forest, but they must keep it
forested and may not develop or sub-
divide the land. With no children and
no knowledge of who will own the
land into the future, it is the best we
know how to do.

These are just a few real-life exam-
ples of probably endless solutions to
accomplishing positive succession and
continuing the purpose of the land
you care for in so many ways that you
probably have difficulty expressing
them all! The important point is to
start trying to do that for your land.
Of course, our solutions are very per-
sonal to us. Yours will be different
and personal to you. The important
thing is to get your goals in place and
start the forward motion to accom-
plish them. We recommend finding
and attending a TTL workshop where
you can share your concerns with oth-
ers facing the same problems, get
ideas to help you get started on plan-
ning, and receive time-tested written
materials to help you on your journey.
You’ll be glad you did. The TTL pro-
gram has a wealth of detailed infor-
mation on how and how not to make
that happen. Seek out a TTL facilitat-
ed workshop and realize your dreams
and goals for the future of your
forestland.  ■

KIRK AND MADELINE DAVID are
family forestland owners in Idaho,
Montana and Florida, members of the
Tree Farm System, Idaho Tree Farm
Committee, Idaho Forest Owners
Association, Aldo Leopold Foundation
Land Ethic Leaders and “Ties to the
Land” workshop facilitators. Kirk is a
Society of American Foresters Fellow
and Madeline is an experienced LLC
business owner and manager. They live
on their Cedar Mountain Working
Forest in Kootenai County, Idaho.
They can be reached at 208-683-3168,
madelinedavid@hughes.net or
kirkdavid@hughes.net.
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By ED STYSKEL

t’s always a
rewarding adven-
ture when I hike

my forest. I imagine
the mysteries of life
that play out there
with or without my
knowledge. Which birds wing about
during the abundance of summer or
the scarcity of winter? How many
kinds of insects are quietly coming
and going? What influences the sea-
sonal progress of plant growth? Will
there be enough precipitation for
thirsty plants and animals? Has alien
life gained a foothold in my woods?
So many questions!

A person doesn’t need to be a
trained scientist to have a curiosity for
evidence-based facts. It’s common
knowledge that science, when derived
from the scientific process of research,
is the most reliable system of gaining
new information about our world.
What may be less understood is that
everyday people can help highly
trained scientists research such sub-
jects. Citizen science projects are valu-
able learning or social tools for public
or home schooling, conservation
organizations, community groups and
individuals.

Citizen science—also called com-
munity science, crowd science, partici-
patory science or community-based

monitoring—is a form of open scien-
tific collaboration in which individu-
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Citizen Science and the Nature of Your World

I

Budburst observers choose from 300 species of trees, shrubs, forbs or grasses to observe
and report the timing of life cycle events such as leafing, flowering, fruiting, and
senescence.
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als or organizations participate volun-
tarily with scientists to complete the
scientific process.

That process usually begins with a
question from society or science
experts: for example, how does cloud
cover affect local weather? Researchers
then review existing knowledge about
the subject, form a hypothesis, design
a test experiment, collect data, ana-
lyze it and derive a conclusion.

Why do everyday citizens volunteer
time, effort and resources to conduct
citizen science? Social research reports
that “contributing to science” is the
most common motivation. Other rea-
sons include the satisfaction of doing
something about a problem, learning
about or interacting with nature, intel-
lectual challenge or curiosity, enter-
tainment and social interaction.

Data collected by citizen scientists
has been used in research publications
on earthquakes, animal population
trends, lake water clarity, lichens as air
quality bio-indicators and myriad
other subjects. Society benefits when
science awareness influences policy

and management or raises concerns
about problems unknown or over-
looked by government.

Citizen science projects have varying
requirements for your personal avail-
ability, physical fitness, transportation,
skills and equipment. A specific proto-
col usually standardizes the way data
must be collected and reported for
credibility. Free smartphone apps and
online data forms are often available to
automate data entry. Projects that
require object identification may even
include online images as help.

Citizen science can be conducted at
home or almost anywhere else. In
Pacific Northwest states, there are
hundreds of interesting projects to be
found at online hubs (see sidebar). A
variety of examples are described
below.

Community Collaborative Rain, Hail,
and Snow Network (CoCoRaHS).
Two of my retiree friends—he’s a
forester, she’s a teacher—join volun-
teer observers of all ages and back-
grounds to measure and map precipi-
tation in their communities. Supplying
data on the amount of rain and snow
water content every day is especially
relevant information for agricultural
forecasts.

eButterfly. One of my teenaged grand-
daughters has fun chasing butterflies
with a hand-held capture net. Her
prize in 2019 was the first Pend Oreille
County record for a Mourning Cloak
in the iNaturalist and eButterfly data-
bases. She’s learned the gentle way to
capture, identify, photograph and
release butterflies back to the wild
unharmed.

TreeSnap. This project seeks to under-
stand what allows some individual
trees to survive invasive diseases and
pests. Volunteers search for and tag
healthy individuals of Pacific
madrone or tan oak for follow-up
study by Washington State University
or Oregon State University scientists.

GLOBE Clouds. Volunteers photo-
graph clouds from the ground so that
weather scientists can compare that
view to one from a NASA space satel-
lite. More accurate weather forecasts
result.

American Kestrel Partnership. This is
a national network of nestbox moni-
toring volunteers who generate kestrel
nesting data about phenology (sea-
sonal timing of nest initiation), occu-
pancy (percent of nestboxes occupied
by kestrels), productivity (number of
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Citizen Science Project-Finders
SciStarter is a detailed listing of
approximately 1,500 citizen science
projects conducted outdoors or
indoors. Its unique feature is the
ability to search for projects by a
specific word, phrase, location,
activity, topic, age group or
required skill.

Zooniverse lists more than 100 proj-
ects where anyone can use their
own computer and convenience
indoors to study objects of interest
collected by professional
researchers. This process is a ver-
sion of ‘wisdom of the crowd’, in
that many individuals looking at
the same object are more likely to
see patterns or anomalies than just
one person.

CitizenScience.gov is an official
government online catalog of
approximately 450 federally sup-
ported citizen science projects,
searchable by federal agency or
field of science.

Seedling Nursery Since 1974

“Serving Many of the Reforestation Needs of the World From This Location Since 1889”

We bring experience with owners that care about their product and customers.

Approximately 10 million seedlings in annual production
1 container site (plugs), 2 bareroot/transplant sites (p+1, 1+1)

Contract growing and spec seedlings for forestry and Christmas tree production

LET US GROW YOUR SEEDLINGS
David Gerdes          Mike Gerdes

inquiries@silvaseed.com

FORESTERS  •  NURSERYMAN  •  SEEDSMAN

SILVASEED COMPANY
P.O. Box 118 • Roy, WA 98580 • (253) 843-2246



nestlings in the nest) and survival
(number of nestlings fledged from the
nest). These nesting performance
measures can be related to environ-
mental factors such as land uses, cli-
mate, soil conditions and polluting
contaminates. Information on nest
box construction, installation and
monitoring protocols are provided to
volunteers. If volunteer monitors do
not remove an egg or touch a bird, no
governmental permit is required.

Digital Earth Watch (DEW) Picture
Post Network. This is a citizen science

opportunity to observe and measure
changes in places that are important
to you. You take and share repeat dig-

ital photographs from a picture post
platform that you install and main-
tain. Photo observations are used to
monitor and measure changes in a
local landscape in response to climate.
Such changes might be so subtle as to
be inconspicuous without technology.
Each picture post captures the view of
nine compass orientations and should
be repeated over a year or several
years to see the change. You collect
your own data, measure environmen-
tal change, make documentation com-
ments and share the evidence on the
Picture Post website. DEW has creat-
ed a software bundle, learning guides
and help videos about color, light and
pixilation to use in image analysis.

Biochar Soil Aging. Volunteers exam-
ine how biochar—wood, herbaceous
vegetation, and manure heated under
low-oxygen conditions—contributes
to carbon sequestration within soil.
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A&A LOG SKIDDER ATTACHMENT

alescioandassociatesinc.com

(206) 684-9742
dick@alescioandassociatesinc.com

Price $5,880
for 50 HP Tractors
Price increases for larger tractors

• Backhoe Frame Mounted

• Hydraulic System Pressure
2,500 psig at 10-12 gpm

Shipping & sales tax not included. Patent pending.

Project Feederwatch volunteers count birds at feeders, water features or plantings to
monitor population dynamics and distribution. 
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By DR. ELAINE ONEIL

t their most
basic chemical
level trees acts

like a sugar factory.
Trees take carbon
dioxide (CO2) from
the air, combine it
with water and use the sun to produce
sugar via photosynthesis. That sugar
is arranged in complex structures
including cellulose, hemicellulose,
lignin and resins to make everything
from the roots to the wood, bark, nee-
dles and leaves. When measured on a
dry weight basis, wood averages
about 50 percent carbon, with some
species being up to 56 percent carbon
and others nearer to 46 percent.

Why should small forestland owners
care?

If we wanted to invent a machine
to take CO2 out of the air to mitigate
climate change impacts, we couldn’t
do any better than a tree. Nature did
it for us, and gave us beautiful land-
scapes, clean water and wildlife habi-
tat as part of the deal. So, grow more
trees, right? Yes!

But what about all this conversa-
tion about using wood to tackle cli-
mate change? Why all the hype about
tall wood buildings? Why not just
leave the trees in the forest? It turns
out you can do better at removing
CO2 from the atmosphere if you look
at an extended life cycle from the for-
est through the product stage. And
the longer you can keep the wood in
use, including recycling and reusing,

while you continue to grow the forest,
the more that forest will act as a car-
bon sink.

But it begs the question: “Isn’t CO2

released when we convert trees into
products?” Yes. Scientists have spent
the last few decades analyzing data
that is then used to characterize the
equivalent of a “nutrition label” for
wood called an Environmental
Product Declaration. Even though
round logs get converted into square
boards with residues left over for
other products, structural wood prod-
ucts like lumber and plywood stores a
lot more carbon than is emitted to
make it. So, the wood that you grow
acts like a carbon negative technolo-
gy—taking up CO2 from the atmos-
phere and storing it in the trees and
products that come from them.

This story about wood as a solu-
tion to climate change only looks
good in terms of its carbon benefit if
we are successful at keeping forests as
forests. And that is one place where
small forestland owners have a pivotal
role to play. Consider that the latest
USDA Resource Planning Act (RPA)
data shows that in the Pacific
Northwest we are converting timber
land to other uses at a rate of about

A

Carbon Basics

In terms of the carbon story it is helpful to think of the forest as a beautiful carbon
sequestration factory and the buildings that come from them as beautiful carbon storage
facilities that we get to live and work in (if we are lucky).
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1.1 percent per year, almost all of it
coming from non-corporate private
owners. We are inundated with mes-
sages to reduce, reuse and recycle to
improve environmental outcomes. To
that we can add fourth and fifth ele-
ments: retain and renew. Determine
what is needed to ensure we can retain
our forests, for now and for future
generations. And learn what is needed
to renew them should they be affected
by climate change, or when we con-
duct an intentional harvest consistent
with our management focus.

Keeping forests as forests
Holding onto that beautiful piece

of forestland you own and doing
nothing with it is always an option. It
may not be the best one though. We
are already experiencing novel weath-
er conditions that create unusual
stresses on forests of all ages. In some
cases, older trees will handle stress
better, in others the younger trees will
manage stress more effectively. For
most pine species east of the
Cascades, it has been the older trees
that have been taken out by a bug
smaller than a grain of rice: the
mountain pine beetle. Mountain pine
beetle mortality is highly correlated
with the extreme weather conditions
that are antecedent to outbreaks,
including warmer winters and hotter,
drier summers. West of the Cascades
there have been fewer eruptive insect
and disease impacts, but regeneration
failures are becoming more common
during the drought years. If the
landowner does nothing but hold the
forestland, eventually the forest will
experience more mortality than
growth, so understanding your long-
term options for management and
how they affect carbon storage will be
necessary.

For many of you, there is also a
distinct possibility that you can make
more money selling your forestland to
a developer than keeping it forested.
And many older landowners realize
that when they are gone, the next gen-
eration will sell it, rather than manage
the forest as forest. Clearly big

changes, and big opportunities, are
coming. But consider this: Research
shows that places with strong markets
for forest products have more forests
and can keep them forested. That is as
true in the Northwest as it is in Chile
or Australia. What is valued is
retained. So, what are some options
for keeping forests as forests, and
increasing their current and future
value? 

Beyond keeping forests as forests
Washington, Oregon and Idaho

require reforestation to a minimum
stocking level after harvest, and
Montana has best management prac-
tices that recommend reforestation.
But reforestation is just the start, and
sometimes regenerating the forest is
left for nature to take its course. The
resultant forest could end up being
anything from a sparsely forested area
covered with invasive species, to an
overstocked stand of noncommercial
species. Neither site is fully utilized for
tree growth. If the land is not fully
utilized for tree production, that also
means that its carbon sequestration
potential is reduced. In fact, recent
analysis for westside forests shows
that the carbon sequestration poten-
tial at the end of the first 50-year
rotation is nearly three times higher in

a managed Douglas-fir forest than in
the same forest left to regenerate natu-
rally to scattered alder. If we are inter-
ested in maximizing the carbon
sequestration potential in our forests,
management is required. How much
management depends on where you
are, and your current stand condition.

For example, I talked about
“Carbon Basics: What a Treefarmer
Should Know in a Changing
Climate” at a seminar this past fall.
Three prescriptions for growing
Douglas-fir in the Chehalis Valley
provided by Bryon Loucks, a retired
forester, were used as the basis for cal-
culating the potential carbon seques-
tration per acre for each prescription.
You can guess that the relationship is
simple if you are only measuring vol-
ume: the higher the volume yield, the
higher the stored carbon. But Bryon’s
prescriptions focused on value, not
just volume, with each increment in
value requiring more stand entries
and more work. At the end of 40
years or so they would yield a
Douglas-fir stand with low, moderate
and high rates of return depending on
effort expended. In my perfect model-
ing world (i.e., no losses to insects,
drought, diseases, frost, flood or
wind), Bryon’s prescriptions yield an
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estimated volume of timber that
increased with more management, but
not by much because the poor quality
trees were removed to ensure the good
trees were kept to produce high value
saw logs.

The take home message is that any
amount of management will net more
timber volume and therefore more
sequestered carbon than doing noth-
ing at all. And if there is more value
coming from the land, it increases its
likelihood of remaining as forestland,
which turns out to be the biggest chal-
lenge of all. It requires the family
forestland owner to think about suc-
cession planning, including what
kinds of incentives and opportunities
can be used to encourage heirs to
keep the forestland forested for gener-
ations to come.

Carbon markets as a future
opportunity

There are two kinds of carbon
markets: compliance markets and vol-
untary markets. The requirements for
each are very different, and so are the
price and paperwork.

In compliance markets, a regulated
entity in some jurisdiction is required
to reduce their greenhouse gas emis-
sions by law. They are given the
opportunity to figure out how to do
that in a way that is cheapest for them
and still gets the job done. In this case
they may be willing to buy your car-
bon sequestration potential instead of
making changes to their operations
that would be more expensive than

having you hold the
trees on your land
or manage differ-
ently. The
California Air
Resources Board
limits on green-
house gas emissions
from large manu-
facturing facilities
has created a com-
pliance market that
does buy carbon
credits from forest-
land owners.

Voluntary car-
bon markets are
similar in that a
willing buyer who
wants to reduce
their carbon foot-
print will purchase carbon credits
from a willing seller, the forestland
owner, for an agreed upon price and
term of engagement.

To be effective at mitigating climate
change, carbon markets must consider
four elements: additionality, baseline,
permanence and leakage. In a carbon
market transaction, the seller forgoes
an emission so that the buyer can
emit, but that foregone emission must
be additional to some agreed upon
baseline. The baseline is what would
have occurred had the carbon trans-
action not happened. There is a fun-
damental challenge in determining
what is additional to the baseline
because the baseline is an unknown.

For example, if your forest manage-
ment strategy was to grow high-value
saw logs on a 60-year rotation and
you have just completed your once in
a lifetime harvest, but your ‘soon to
be’ heirs management includes har-
vesting the remainder of your forest
and conversion to small-lot subdivi-
sions, which is the baseline? Is there
even the opportunity to be able to sell
credits for avoided conversion? The
short answer to that is no, but with
the latest land use change statistics
from the RPA data, it may become a
point for fruitful discussion in the
future.

Permanence is about the expected
longevity of the carbon storage. For
compliance markets, there are specific
terms, usually 100 years, which pre-
clude nearly all small forestland own-
ers entering that market unless they
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Beyond timber value, there may be emergent opportunities for
small forestland owners to avail themselves of carbon markets
in the future. Currently, it is neither easy nor cheap to access
them. 
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are willing to encumber heirs for the
next century. For voluntary markets,
the terms are more flexible.

Leakage is something that isn’t
part of the market transaction but
emerges from it. It represents the
amount of carbon dioxide that a
transaction did not successfully
remove from the atmosphere because
it just happened somewhere else. For
example, if forestland which formerly
produced lumber is converted to a
forest reserve that is held for carbon
storage, then some other area will
need to be harvested to meet the
demand for lumber. If the other area
has equal forest productivity and
emissions associated with harvest,
then the leakage from removing the
forestland from the harvestable land
base is 100 percent less the incremen-
tal benefit of the increased growth on
the reserve area. If the other area has
lower forest productivity or higher
emissions associated with harvest, or
both, then the leakage is more than
100 percent less the incremental
growth on the reserve plus the addi-
tional emissions associated with lower
productivity. In other words, the
transaction may increase emissions to
the atmosphere, not reduce them.

Any one of these criteria can
become significant stumbling blocks,
particularly for small forestland own-
ers, but none more so than the trans-
action costs to enter the market. Some
larger forestland owners have found
ways to participate in carbon markets
as an adjunct to wood production,
but not as a replacement for it.
Details for each of these projects are
complex and require significant
upfront investment and ongoing tech-
nical inputs to track carbon sequestra-
tion and removal. Currently, there are
conversations about future possibili-
ties that would help establish baselines
for small forestland owners based on
the average sequestration for a region
or a landowner type. If this were to
become an option that works for car-
bon buyers, then the landowner would
just have to manage a little more
intensively than the average and the

extra wood that you grow would qual-
ify as additional. The baselines and
additionality requirements would thus
be easier bars to reach. A true market
that considers carbon sequestration a
valuable commodity that is worth pay-
ing for on its own merit outside the
construct of a cap and trade system is
unlikely to emerge in the near term.
Perhaps the biggest opportunity could
occur when those focused on growing
the circular carbon economy recognize
the unique opportunity that exists to
retain and renew forests as critical
components to minimize environmen-
tal degradation. The co-benefit, as all
small forestland owners know, is an
opportunity to maximize the human
connection to the natural world
through forestland ownership.  ■

DR. ELAINE ONEIL combines her pas-
sions for natural sciences and working
with small forestland owners as both
executive director of Washington
Farm Forestry Association and direc-

tor of Science and Sustainability for
the Consortium for Research on
Renewable Industrial Materials, a
university research consortium that
has spent the last 23 years conducting
life cycle inventory and life cycle
assessments on wood products from
cradle to grave. Dr. Oneil has spent
nearly 30 years in the forest sector,
starting in forest operations and man-
agement, transitioning to research on
climate change, timber supply model-
ing and analysis, forest carbon
dynamics, life cycle assessment of
forest operations and biobased prod-
ucts, and most recently into the public
policy arena in support of small
forestland owners in Washington
State. She has Bachelor of Science in
forestry from the University of
British Columbia and MSc and PhD
degrees from the University of
Washington. Dr. Oneil can be reached
at 360-388-8033 or eoneil@wafarm-
forestry.com.
.
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By ANGELA WELLS

nce upon a
time, forest-
land owners

and forest products
manufacturers envi-
sioned a day when
consumers of paper
to boards and everything in between
would pay more for wood that was
certified as sustainably harvested.
Sometimes referred to as the “green
dream,” the reality of a premium paid
for certified wood has not manifested
as people had hoped, due to a combi-
nation of various factors generaliz-
able as the whims of the free market.
Nevertheless, demand for certified
wood products does exist and contin-
ues to increase, while at the same time
new market opportunities including
carbon offsets and verifiable assur-
ances to provide other ecosystem serv-
ices are emerging as incentives to pur-
sue third party certification. Aside
from market premiums, certification
has several benefits that can help fam-

ily forest owners achieve their vision
of actively managing forestland over
the long term. These include inde-

pendent confirmation of the credibili-
ty of their sustainable management
practices, market access and learning
opportunities through both profes-
sional advice and peer-to-peer net-
working.

This article will primarily focus on
the credibility and market access
issues. First though, let’s address a
more fundamental question: What
does it mean for a piece of forestland
to be certified?

A working definition of forest
certification

Broadly speaking, forest certifica-
tion is a guarantee that land manage-
ment practices meet a certain set of
requirements or standards. These
standards are pre-determined by a
certifying program. The main ones
available to family forest owners in
the United States are the American
Tree Farm System® (ATFS), Forest
Stewardship Council® (FSC) or the
Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI)
Small Lands Certification Module. In
the case of ATFS and SFI, their stan-
dards are in turn endorsed and evalu-
ated by an independent third party
known as the Programme for
Endorsement of Forest Certification
Systems® (PEFC).

The unifying theme across stan-
dards of forest certification is a focus
on conserving forest cover and func-

Forest Certification as a Pathway to Credibility,
Markets and Achieving a Vision of Active Management

O
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tion over time, maintaining and
improving values, such as wildlife
habitat and water quality, minimizing
harm to the environment and ensur-
ing fair treatment of both landowners
and workers. Participation in forest
certification programs is voluntary,
meaning that there are no laws or reg-
ulations which obligate a landowner
to certify their forestland.

The varying incentives to certify
forestland

Today, most certified forestlands
are concentrated in North America
and Europe. In the U.S., certified fam-
ily forest acres number in the millions.
Given the prevailing ethic of good
stewardship among people who are
actively managing family forestland,
it’s really no great surprise. Credibly
demonstrating forest management’s
potential to contribute to biodiversity,
clean water, clean air and to create
positive social impacts is one of the
primary motives for landowners who
choose certification. The importance
of their efforts to do so cannot be

overstated. For much of its history as
an industry in the United States,
forestry has suffered from an image
problem. Indeed, this was one of the
primary drivers behind efforts, first
begun in the late 1980s, to develop
forest certification systems. Despite its
status as one of the most heavily reg-
ulated of natural resource industries,
forestry lacked a universal standard
for what it meant to be sustainable. In
the absence of any concerted effort
among the governments responsible
for regulating forest practices to devel-
op measures of sustainable forest
management, forward-thinking mem-
bers of the private sector and non-
profit communities, representing
stakeholders as diverse as industry,
conservation groups, tribal entities
and private individuals, worked
together to develop frameworks for
forest certification systems.

Today, there are over 50 certifica-
tion programs worldwide.1 Forest cer-
tification has arguably been one of

the most important factors in the
industry’s incremental reclamation of
the social license necessary to contin-
ue to provide wood fiber to a society
with a seemingly insatiable appetite.
As a member of the Oregon Tree
Farm System Board reflected to the
author of this article recently, the
prevalence of third-party certified
forestlands working in concert with a
robust regulatory framework and dili-
gent public relations efforts are
among the main factors in maintain-
ing social acceptance of forest man-
agement. In a time when social media
makes land management practices
ever more visible to the public, inde-
pendently endorsed measures of sus-
tainable forest management are one of
the most powerful tools to tell the
truth of our conservation story.

For many landowners however,
access to markets is just as or more
important than the credibility of their
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Certification programs for family forest-
lands in the US include standards to help
conserve special sites. Included are those
with important cultural or archaeological
value such as this peeling scar in south-
west Colorado, an artifact left by the
original Native American inhabitants of
the area who used the tissue under the
bark as a food source.
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management practices. Of course, any
discussion about market access must
acknowledge that demand for certi-
fied wood still does not exceed supply
in many regions of the United States,
including the Northwest. This is one
of the reasons why we have not seen
the premium that so many hoped
would be a driving force behind certi-
fication of more acres in our area.
Even in regions of the country where
pulp and paper dominate and utiliza-
tion of certified fiber is greater, shifts
in consumer preferences (a decline in
use of writing and printing paper and
an increase in production of card-
board and packing materials, for
example) have mostly neutralized
increases in demand.2

However, forest product manufac-
turers seem to be taking the long view
in this regard. Demand for certified
wood is increasing rapidly in Western
Europe, where regulatory require-
ments for sustainable sourcing of
wood products are expanding.3 This
trend is already having an impact in
regions with strong export markets,
and it is likely to expand. Many forest
products manufacturing facilities in
the Northwest already have systems
for tracking procurement and process-
ing of certified raw material. If you
take the time to talk to fiber and log

supply managers, you will find that
many envision a day, albeit in the dis-
tant future, when consumers will only
purchase wood products from certi-
fied sources or will shift to other
materials if they cannot.

In a more recent development, for-
est certification also helps landowners
achieve benchmarks in the ecosystem
services markets, with carbon offsets
being the primary example. Eligibility
criteria for both compliance-based

(i.e., cap and trade) and voluntary
carbon markets in the United States
include certification requirements. As
programs develop to aggregate the
carbon offsets generated by smaller
family forest properties, more certified
landowners should be able to capital-
ize on this market.

Payment schemes for other types of
ecosystem services, such as biodiversi-
ty, enhanced water quality and
reduced wildfire risk have been slower
to develop. However, landowners who
can verify provision of these services
through credible certification systems
will be well-positioned to capitalize on
new and alternative markets as they
emerge. If this seems farfetched to
you, remember that when forest certi-
fication systems were first developed,
few if any of the original architects
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In addition to being a key link in chains of custody to sustainably harvested wood, cer-
tification can also be a mechanism for assuring and monetizing other ecosystem servic-
es, including carbon storage, biodiversity and clean water.
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imagined that we would be selling
standing timber in the form of carbon
offsets 40 years into the future. The
next new market for certified wood
may be mass timber construction; it
may be green burial sites. Maintaining
strong third-party certification sys-
tems is essential to ensuring that fami-
ly forest owners are responsive to
changing market conditions and strike
while the emerging market iron is hot.

Certification programs for land-
owners in the United States

If after reading all of this you are
wondering what the right certification
system is for you, read on. As previ-
ously noted, there are three main certi-
fication systems for family forest own-
ers in the United States. These will be
covered in greater detail in this section.

Probably the most well-known cer-
tification system for family forestlands
is ATFS. Founded in 1941, ATFS was
originally established as a program to
recognize private forest owners’ com-
mitment and capacity to produce sus-
tainable timber supplies while con-
serving and enhancing the multiple
non-timber benefits that forests pro-
vide to their owners and the public.
Since 2008, ATFS has also offered
family forest owners a low-cost path-
way to third-party, independently ver-
ified forest certification.

Throughout the United States,
there are 18.9 million acres of certified
family forests (Tree Farms) managed
by a network of over 74,000 landown-
ers. Landowners must have between
10 and 10,000 contiguous forested
acres to be certified and adhere to the
American Forest Foundation’s
Standards of Sustainability for Forest
Certification (Standards). In the
Western Region, Washington,
Oregon, California, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, and South
Dakota operate certified Tree Farm
programs under a regional certificate,
held by the American Forest
Foundation. While theoretically
ATFS certification can also be offered
through an independently managed
group (IMG) outside of this regional

certificate, there are currently no
IMG’s in the West. Each ATFS man-
agement plan is approved by a certi-
fied Tree Farm inspector. Inspectors
are volunteers or sponsored by their
employers, and include industry
foresters, consultants, state agency
foresters and conservation organiza-
tion employees with professional
backgrounds in forestry who have
received training in the Standards and
internal monitoring processes. They
are essential to maintaining and grow-

ing the Tree Farm network, and
landowners consistently cite interac-
tions with Tree Farm inspectors as
one of the highlights of membership.

For those steeped in the history of
ATFS recognition and certification, it
may come as a surprise that the FSC
was the first system in the U.S. to
offer certification to family forest
owners. This began in 2004, when
FSC approved a methodology to
streamline and scale certification
requirements for small private
landowners, defined by them as those
who own fewer than 2,500 acres.4

Prior to that point, the level of moni-
toring required to comply with FSC
certification requirements had been
deemed too expensive by most small
family forest owners, who either opted
for the lower cost ATFS certification
or out of certification altogether.
However, FSC has historically been
more widely recognized by consumers
of certified material than other pro-
grams, which meant that landowners
were missing out on a potential mar-
ket share by forgoing FSC certifica-
tion. That changed with FSC’s devel-
opment of a pathway that merges
special indicators appropriate for fam-
ily forest owners in the U. S. with
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Along with credibility and market access,
the long-term relationship with a
professional forester is one of the most
often-cited benefits of third-party forest
certification.
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group certificates that aggregate small-
er ownerships and distribute the costs
of certification. This created a more
inclusive and equitable program which
allows family forest owners to capital-
ize on FSC’s market advantage. Says
John Henrikson, a landowner from
Grays Harbor County, Washington,
“As a small-scale, value-added lumber
producer, FSC certification has been
essential for accessing the retail mar-
ket. Most of my customers request the
FSC brand. Along with our ATFS
certification, it confirms their commit-
ment to supporting local family farms
with excellent forest stewardship.”

In 2019, ATFS and FSC were
joined by a new certification system
for family forestlands in the U.S.: SFI’s
Small Lands Group Certification
Module. Developed collaboratively
with the American Forest Foundation

(which administers the Tree Farm pro-
gram), the Small Lands Module certi-
fies groups of small family forestlands
under one certificate. Members of
these groups adhere to the ATFS
Standards of Sustainability. The
group certificates are managed by
entities, known as SFI Program
Participants, that are certified to SFI’s
Fiber Sourcing Standard, which cre-
ates a framework for procuring raw
material that is harvested sustainably.
This model allows landowners to sell
and SFI Program Participants to pro-
cure fiber as certified forest content.5

The creation of the Small Lands
Module is an indication that forest
certification systems, once thought by
some as a failed experiment, are only
increasing in their importance. Says
Jared Richardson, Weyerhaeuser’s raw
material manager, “Sourcing certified
fiber is critical to our wood products
manufacturing facilities and the SFI
Small Lands Group Certification
Module is another tool that allows us
to bring in certified logs that are har-
vested in a legal and sustainable man-
ner by trained logging professionals.”
SFI Program Participants who man-
age group certificates not only increase
potential supplies to their facilities,
they also provide benefits to landown-
ers. Richardson continues, “Navigating
the intricacies of land management
can be challenging for nonindustrial
private forestland owners but they can
benefit from this group certification by
knowing that their lands are being
managed to the ATFS Standards of
Sustainability by trained professional
foresters and loggers. This module is a
great example of a practical partner-
ship that brings more certified wood
to the market and results in best prac-
tices being shared, implemented and
verified on the ground and across the
landscape; I think it’s a win all
around.”

Final thoughts on certification for
family forest owners

In the more than three decades since
efforts to create forest certification sys-
tems began, the foundations on which
they were based have shifted. The laws
of supply and demand have dictated
that only in a few cases will consumers
pay a premium for certified wood.
Markets for products from certified
forests now include products—such as
carbon—that few of the original archi-
tects probably imagined. These dynam-
ics illustrate that, to a strong degree,
the faith and persistence displayed by
someone who dedicates their life to
growing a forest is the same required to
decide to pursue forest certification.
Landowners who do so recognize that
they might not see tangible payoffs in
the form of market access or even
social acceptability in the short term,
but that certification lays the ground-
work to capitalize on the unknowns in
an ever-changing environment. If luck
is the intersection between preparation
and opportunity, then certification is
an essential element of strategy in a
landowner’s vision of long-term, multi-
generational forest stewardship. ■

ANGELA WELLS was raised on a tree
farm in northcentral Washington and
holds degrees in forestry from the
University of Washington and
Oregon State. She has worked all
over the West as a seasonal forestry
technician, firefighter and manager
of programs to support sustainable
active management on private forest-
lands. She has lived for the past ten
years in Missoula, Montana and was
thrilled to join the team at the
American Forest Foundation,
American Tree Farm System®, as
Western Region tree farm manager
in early 2019. Angela can be reached
at awells@forestfoundation.org.

TREE MANAGEMENT PLUS, INC.
Working with family forest owners managing their woodlands since 1977
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from past logging, radical overgraz-
ing, and haphazard construction of
roads, trails and sheds. These property
degradations were the main reason
they were able to afford to buy it—
nobody wanted it! By tackling one
mess at a time it took 5 years just to
remove and rehab unwanted fences,
sheds, weed patches, logging debris,
garbage and trails, and another 15
years to manage trees so they were
functioning to meet their most impor-
tant goals: minimal risk of an uncon-
trollable wildfire running through it,
healthy growing trees, lots of microsites
and forest patches for wildlife, and the
kind of access network that allows
continued low-impact management of
trees, shrubs, forbs and grasses.

Knowing that goal setting is a
dynamic process, every year both
short- and long-term goals were
reevaluated based on time and finan-
cial cost, as well as changing forest
conditions and new knowledge. It is
important that goal setting allows for
the flexibility to change your mind if
some goals prove more time-consum-
ing than expected, become unrealistic
because of market changes or offer
results that do not meet overall expec-
tations. This kind of dynamic interac-
tion with the land has yielded a signif-
icant increase in wildlife abundance
and diversity, three commercial small
sales of saw logs and a steady supply
of firewood. The occasional few wild
turkeys have grown to a overwintering
flock of 30-50 birds, a small water
development has become an amazing
and unexpected focal point for
wildlife including three whitetail does
that have fawns every year in a nearby
planned thicket, several black bears
that frequent the site for a drink
including this year a sow with three
healthy cubs, and one year a bumper
crop of toad tadpoles.

In addition, the goal of providing
forest stand diversity has made the

property a
favorite destina-
tion of a cow
moose that has
now raised sev-
eral sets of twins
in the area, a
healthy year-
round flock of
pine siskins,
crossbills and
grosbeaks, a
bobcat that
feasted on sever-
al of the wild
turkeys one win-
ter, and most
recently four
eastern blue-jays
that somehow
got blown across
the great plains
and now spend much of their time on
the property. At the same time a tree
fort was built for the kids to grow up
in, several cut down trees were con-
verted into balancing logs strategically
placed along forest trails, and left-over
hay bales were used to create a 20-tar-
get 3D archery course across our for-
est. A harvest of higher-quality
Douglas-fir is on the list for next year
and we continue to create brush piles
to help our minimal snowshoe hare
population hide.

In summary, achievable annual
goals, couched as part of a long-term
plan, provide qualities of life, land-
scape conservation and improvement,
and local economic contributions.
Most forestland owners who have
participated in forest planning activi-
ties and developed forest plans with
achievable goals also share another
commonality: to leave their land in

better ecological condition than when
they gained ownership. ■

PETER F. KOLB has been the Montana
State University Extension Forestry
Specialist since 1997 and conducts
research on a variety of forest restora-
tion practices, post wildfire recovery
and the role of salvage and sanitation
logging, forest debris treatments and
impacts on site ecological processes, cli-
mate impacts on forest processes and
disturbance, windbreak establishment
and maintenance techniques, and pri-
vate family forest ownership trends.
Peter can be reached at peter.kolb@
mso.umt.edu. DON HANLEY was an
Extension Specialist in Idaho and
Washington for over 30 years, devoting
most of his efforts to silvicultural appli-
cations on family forestlands. He
retired ten years ago from Washington
State University. Don can be reached
at dhanley618@gmail.com.

Developing Practical, Relevant
Goals in Today’s Market, Social
and Climate Conditions
continued from page 11

Our goal of creating a diverse forest with cover but also openings
provides a very attractive habitat on the landscape for a variety of
transient visitors. This used to be an overgrown area with so much
blowdown it was hard to cross. A fall cleanup project revitalized
the shrubs, berries and forbs. 
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Connecting Forest Landowners with
Seedlings, Services and Contractors

DISCOVER Our Interactive Website
www.forestseedlingnetwork.com

BUY/SELL SEEDLINGS • FIND VENDOR SERVICES & CONTRACTORS • VALUABLE RESOURCES



TreeSmarts: Answers to Your Tax
Planning Questions appears every other
issue in Northwest Woodlands. The
column is edited by John P. Johnston, a
partner, CPA, and CMA with Bancroft
Buckley Johnston & Serres LLP in
Seattle, Washington. He is a member of
the AICPA, IMA and WSCPA.
Questions can be emailed directly to
John at jjohnston@bbjsllp.com.

R&D on the Tree Farm
Here’s an opportunity many folks

don’t consider when growing or har-
vesting trees—saving taxes by con-
ducting research and development. Is
that possible? Does it make any sense
to try to do that? Is it hard? Well, the
answer to all three of these questions
is the same: a very strong and defi-

nite maybe.
What we’re talking about is tech-

nically called the Research &
Experimentation Tax Credit (R&D
credit), a general business tax credit
made permanent a few years ago.
You might also see it referred to as
the R&E tax credit. The expression is
a slight misnomer to my way of
thinking because for me it invokes
images of greying scientists with clip-
boards and lab coats hovering over
some Habitrail® of glass beakers and
test tubes. That is not what this is
about.

As expected, the tax code and reg-
ulations detail elaborate definitions
of what qualifies, but I’ll try to para-
phrase “the four-part test.” In short,
whatever it is you’re trying to do

must be for the purpose of creating
or improving performance, reliability
or quality of a process, and your pur-
pose must be to eliminate uncertainty
surrounding this. Equally important:
the experimentation must rely on
principles of the physical or biologi-
cal sciences, engineering or computer
science.

My experience is that there is a
surprisingly broad array of activities
that can qualify for the R&D credit.
Since you may employ existing tech-
nologies and principles to satisfy the
requirements, it follows that the engi-
neering in felling a tree, biology in
propagating seedlings, or science
behind deterring browse are all ripe
for improvement in performance,
reliability or quality. There’s no rea-
son you can’t be working on this
research while performing the tasks
as you would anyway. In fact, I think
most would agree that all these
things are constantly subject to eval-
uation while being performed. A lit-
tle documentation of intent and
results might be all that is needed to
justify the R&D credit.

So, what are the savings involved
with this? Well, first it is important to
make sure we distinguish the differ-
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TreeSmarts: Answers to Your Tax
Planning Questions Send in Your Tax Question

Do you have a question that relates to
accounting, business, or tax planning? If
so, send it to tax expert John Johnston
(jjohnston@bbjsllp.com) and he will
answer it in the next scheduled column.

Buying Douglas-fir and Red Cedar Poles in
Western Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.

Contact a local buyer near you for more
information or you can visit us at

www.ldm.com.

Washington Resource Manager

Larry Putnam
Cell: (425) 239-4157
Office: (360) 403-8007

Oregon Resource Manager

Ben Johnson
Cell: (541) 729-2099 
Office: (541) 466-3206

Idaho Resource Manager

Aaron Henson
Cell: (280) 830-4584
Office: (208) 276-7009

LORENZ
FORESTRY
CHUCK LORENZ, CF 1770

Forest Management Planning &
Operations, Inventory, Valuation

for over 40 years

c—4str@yahoo.com

360-951-0117



ence between a tax deduction versus a
tax credit. If you had $1,000 of tax-
able income and a 30 percent tax
rate, your tax would be $300. An
additional $300 deduction would
change your tax to ($1,000 - $300) X
0.30 = $210, a $90 savings. But a
$300 credit is much better, as it
comes straight off the calculated tax,
and in this case eliminates it. Also,
this credit can be carried back one
year and forward twenty years if you
can’t use it all in the current year.

Now that we’re clear on the fact
that this is a credit and what that
means, the next question is how one
determines the amount. This is quite
complicated and there are several
permissible methods and nuances for
making the calculation. But general-
ly, the R&D credit provides for a
credit of 20 percent of the qualified
expenditures that exceed a calculated
base amount. Qualified expenditures
are generally for wages, related sup-
plies and pertinent payments to third
parties.

As may be apparent at this point,
this R&D credit can really yield some
meaningful tax savings. But here is
where I should throw in some cau-
tion. Normally the R&D activity has
to be big and/or regular enough to
justify the effort. For example, track-
ing wages and related expenses (e.g.,
payroll tax, benefits and others) nor-
mally provides the largest figures for
eligible expenditures. But tracking
and documenting these costs is cum-
bersome, and the IRS is persnickety
about compliance. It is often advis-
able to employ special software and
use a specialist to help you set up
and monitor your compliance. With

a large enough project these costs are
quickly offset. But trying to avail
yourself of the credit by doing this
only from time to time and/or for
modest projects is likely to not war-
rant the effort.

So, all in all, the R&D credit can
be a great thing, saving substantial
tax dollars and yielding improved
business processes. If you’re consider-
ing going down this road, you should
first get in touch with a niche profes-

sional who can help guide you
through a cost/benefit analysis.
Fortunately, this process is normally
free in the hopes that you turn out to
be an ongoing client for the special-
ist, and the in-house effort is normal-
ly not overwhelming. And it’s a good
thing a lab coat isn’t needed because
I don’t think Carhartt makes lab
coats! ■
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Disclaimer: To ensure compliance with
requirements imposed by the IRS, any tax
advice contained in this communication
was not intended or written to be used,
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i)
avoiding tax-related penalties that may be
imposed on the taxpayer under the
Internal Revenue Code or applicable state
or local tax law, or (ii) promoting, market-
ing or recommending to another party any
tax-related matter(s) addressed herein.

Certified Public
Accountants

1501 4th Avenue 
Suite 2880
Seattle, WA
98101-1631
www.bbjsllp.com

206.682.4840



BY BILL LOVE

Throughout my
45-year forestry career I
always subscribed to a
personal list of my Ten
Basic Rules of Forestry.
Some of them have
changed over the years. For example, a
couple were dropped when I no longer
sought fire assignments. But others more
appropriate for the current stage of my
career quickly replaced them.

Now I feel compelled to pass along
my wisdom, often learned the hard way,
to a younger generation of foresters and
landowners. Let’s begin:

1. Never get separated from your
lunch. Don’t get buffaloed into thinking
that you’ll be back to the rig or office
before lunchtime.

2. Never get the rig stuck in the
afternoon. Sooner or later, and more
than once, the rig will get stuck. Just
make sure it happens in the morning, so
you have all day to get it unstuck. Only
once did I abandon my rig overnight in
the woods. Thirty years later, I still cringe
thinking about that indiscretion.

3. Never give up elevation. This
applies to either flagging a road grade
or walking in mountainous terrain.
Remember, elevation given up will have
to be regained.

4. Always trust your compass. Many
young foresters don’t even carry a com-
pass in their cruiser’s vest. Sure, GPS is one
of the two technological wonders of my
career, so I make a point of pulling out a
compass just to demonstrate Christopher
Columbus-style navigation to them. But
always trust that magnetized needle rather
than your internal compass, which can
lead you in circles. (Been there, done that!)

5. Find a mentor; Be a mentor. Take
time to show the new foresters the ropes.
First, they will find it humorous when you
tell them about “throwing a chain” or
drawing maps on a Redi-Mapper. But
most importantly, they will quickly rescue
you from your next computer glitch or
data recorder malfunction.

6. Never throw away an aerial
photo. Sooner or later, every efficient
office manager comes up with the bright
idea to purge the old aerial photos that
have occupied the file cabinets for
decades. Sure, they easily rationalize that
in today’s computer age these same pho-
tos can be digitized and available at the
click of a mouse. Afterall, they insist that’s
what GIS—the second technological
wonder of my career—is for, right?

Stand your ground on this one! Those
old 9-by-9 black and white photos are the
forestry equivalent to David Thompson’s
maps.They gain value with age. In my
area, the Humbird Lumber Company

deeded public access to all existing roads
as it began liquidating its timberlands
during the Great Depression. Almost a
century later, guess what shows up most
often as evidence regarding a dispute
over the original location of these roads?
Yep, a 1935 aerial photo.

7. Never EVER throw away an aerial
photo. ’Nuff said.

8. Never get between a Mama and
her offspring. Once on a cruise transect I
stepped on top of a grouse nest.Young
chicks fled in all directions and Mama
grouse flew right in my face with wings
flapping, feathers flying and her beak right
at my beak—and I had yet to reach the
first plot. Later that day a black bear reared
on its hind legs, waved its front paws and
growled loudly only 50 feet away from me.
That angry grouse family frightened me
more than the ferocious Bruin!

9. Take a walk in the woods with a
landowner. The Poirier family arrived in
Blanchard a decade prior to Idaho state-
hood. Sonny, now steward of the family
forest, was an Idaho Outstanding Tree
Farmer of the Year in the 1980s. He always
expressed appreciation when I stopped
by to observe his current treatments. I
finally confessed that I did not come to
offer advice, but rather to be the benefici-
ary of his wisdom, wit, calm demeanor, his-
torical knowledge and true friendship.

10. Take a walk in the woods alone.
With creaky knees and a tipsy balance, I
now use a Forestry Suppliers plot center
stick while in the woods. It’s not to sup-
port me, of course, but I just may want to
use the engraved hypsometer to meas-
ure a tree’s DBH or height. I treasure
every walk in the woods now and hope
this privilege continues long into the
future. Everyone should be so blessed.

BILL LOVE, SAF Certified Forester, lives in
Sandpoint, Idaho. Born and educated in
Louisiana explains his email address below.
His forestry career includes the US Forest
Service, Idaho Department of Lands and
part-time consulting with Inland Forest
Management, Inc. As he says,“I retire every
Friday but one more project always gets
me out in the woods.” Bill can be reached
at Loblollylove@hotmail.com.

Do you have a forest story to share?
Email it to annewithnww@gmail.com and
you could be our next Twig Tales author.
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Biochar is thought to mitigate climate
change, enhance soil health through
nutrient and water availability and
provide other environmental benefits.
Volunteers bury litter bags of a ran-
domly selected type of biochar, along
with a soil temperature data logger,
for a specified period of time (e.g., 3, 6
or 12 months) and depth (e.g., 10 cen-
timeters or 5 inches). After the speci-
fied time has expired, the volunteer
will exhume and mail in the bags (plus
associated soil sample) for analysis.
Project materials and postage are pro-
vided free, and the analysis will be

accessible to the volun-
teer.

Migratory Dragonfly
Partnership. You can
join a growing commu-
nity of citizen scientists
who volunteer to
increase knowledge
about five of the most
common dragonfly
species that migrate.
Some dragonfly popu-
lations do not migrate
and can overlap an
area with the migrants.
Spring migrants mov-
ing north appear at breeding ponds in
March but peak in April and May.
Depending on location, fall migrants
might be observed from late-July
through mid-October. Two monitor-
ing options are offered. Pond Watch
volunteers visit the same pond or wet-
land regularly throughout the year
and document the presence, emer-
gence and behavior of the five migra-
tory species. Migration Monitoring
volunteers observe the timing, dura-
tion and direction of travel for migrat-
ing dragonflies. These monitors also
record additional behaviors such as
feeding or mating. Instructional aids
are available for species identification
and the monitoring protocol.

Silent Earth. This NASA project maps
the quietest outdoor locations in your
town, rural setting or travels. As a vol-
unteer, you would download a speci-
fied smartphone app, calibrate it in a
place with no sound, then repeat twice
or more the calibration process at a
favorite quiet spot to measure and
record the background sound level
there. Upload your data to the speci-
fied website to plot its position on the
map feature. On the date of this writ-
ing, Oregon has only one measured
location, Washington has three, Idaho
has none and Montana has nine. This
process might also work to measure
noisy spots for comparison.

Smithsonian Transcription Center.
Volunteers transcribe historical docu-

ments and collection records about
science, history, art and culture online.

Whether your purpose is enjoy-
ment, knowledge, social ties or pro-
tecting Mother Earth, there is at least
one science adventure awaiting your
participation. You might even discov-
er a new science-driven hobby.  ■

ED STYSKEL is a certified wildlife
biologist and member of the National
Woodland Owners Association. Now
retired from the US Forest Service and
private consulting, he and wife Elly
own 26 acres of forest and wetland in
Pend Oreille County, WA. He leads
the Selkirk Alliance for Science
(www.selkirkscience.org, or Facebook
@SelkirkScience), a Washington non-
profit based in Newport, WA, whose
amateur and professional scientists
advocate an increased understanding
of the nature, value and integrity of
science to benefit our communities.
He can be reached at edstyskel@
gmail.com.
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Citizen Science and the
Nature of Your World
continued from page 17

Volunteers for the Citizen Science Soil Collection Program
collect soil samples for medical researchers to study for
fungi that will combat cancer, infectious pathogens and
parasites. 
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Oregon and Washington
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